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"organizations are seen as learning by encoding inferences from history into routines that guide behavior"

{Levitt, 1988 #322}

*{Mintzberg, 1991 #365}; *{Mintzberg, 1996 #366} "Learning 1
Planning 0" about Honda Effect

An alternative to planning perspective

routines as repositories of knowledge

repositories: routines, technologies, individuals

*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

Def
*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

learning as evolving routines in response to experience
A supra individual basis of org learning

"intraorg learning involves the processes through which organizational units change as a
result of experience" {Argote, 2003 #2259}
{Ryle, 1949 #3491} x {Ryle, 1949 #3491}
types of Knowledge

T

"know-how" or "procedural" x "tacit"
"know-what" or "declarative" x "explicit"

>>>> see cognitions
behavioral vs cognitive (learning is behavioral)
see Mortensen/Pfeffer, Jeffrey and Gerald Salancik (1978) "The Enactment Process"

learning is experiential (so meaning
creation of cognitive branch?)

Intro

Bounded rationality
Organizations as
means goals nested
hierarchies (Simon)

Classic concepts

Satisficing
Contrast to Weberian hierarchy

Later extensions/ contemporary debates

Models
(prash)

Performance
as a
dependent/
independent
variable
(March &
Simon)

Consequences
of
performance
feedback
Search

Nested learning

Goal adaptation (Upward/downward)
Conditional on environmental turbulence (ambiguity plays
a big grole in interpretation)
Change in the risk preference

Adaptive search
Exploratory vs. exploitative search (relativism is a problem, two poles can be anywhere)
Superstitious learning

Maladaptations

Myopia – temporal, spatial, failure (I don’t consider third category can
be called myopia though March and Levinthal use the term)
Enhanced competitive intensity – red queen
Situated learning

SOPs as the means of learning
Unit of
learning/
knowledge
(Cyert &
March)

More disaggregated view of organizations – closer to coalitions
Individual
Organizational memory

Group>> (add this to transactive memory, Edmondson/Wenger)
Organization

All the literature on organizational memory/ transfer
*{March,
1958
[1993]
#337}

refute economic claims that org responses determined uniquely by external constraints
introduce performance programs
program adaptation when performance goes below aspirations
Aspiration adapt also, particularly to past performance

introduce "specific operating procedures" (SOPs)
*+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

SOP are selected
Multilevel hierarchy of SOPs: lower quick change, higher longer term change

Learning both rational (oriented adaptation) or non-rational (limited rationality adaptation)
rational adaptation is unrealistic
Ambiguity plays a big role
Origins

{March,
1975
#4223}

summarized
in
model
by
{Levinthal,
1981
#3076}

role constrained learning (inertia): action do not adjust to beliefs
superstitious learning: action and env. response misattributed
audience learning: individual cognition/action not implemented collectively
learning under ambiguity: difficult to interpret environment response

so improvement is not necessarily outcome of learning
Learning Curves

{Yelle, 1979 #3813}
organizations learn from their own experiences

organizations learn from their own experiences
experimental
trial and error
types of learning
{Miner, 2001 #362}

practice
variance reduction
improvisional

{Miner, 2001 #362}

learning as encoding of lessons into routines
retain both rational and limited rational
{Schulz, 1998 #4230}

bureaucracy theory
*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

*{Nelson, 1982 #377}

evolutionary

links to

{Miner, 1991 #4213}
{Weick, 1991 #3742}

culture
Production
and
Adapt
of
rules
and
routines

Lit Rev

knowledge based theory of the firm
{Miner, 1991 #4213}

routine based learning, on jobs

{Schulz, 1992 #4217}

depletion of asset model

initial asset: goodwill, adaptation to conditions
{Zhou, 1993 #4231}

creation and change of academic rules

changes subject to internal learning
creation to crisis or external shock

rules

Bureaucracy theory predict positive density dependence {Weber, 1922 [1968] #3736}
Empirics show that there's a negative density dependence
1. rules and changes depend on experience with the problem

{March,
2000
#4211}

2. rules ecology (interdependence, competition)
3. accumulation of competence:
b/t rules/users/problems

stabilization of rules

Problem: performance shortfall
{Lant, 1992 #4228} experiment w/ MBA students
Contemp

aspiration adjust

several model possible
aspirations is set above previous performance
adjustment intensifies with shortfall of perf

behavioral
adjust.
"performance
feedback model"

2
stages
model

but less marked if turbulent environment
see for instance *{Greve, 1998 #214} for effect in radio broadcasting
if aspiration adapts, then behavior less responsive

{March, 1988 #3140}
Interaction?

slack search (risk taking above aspiration)

+{March, 1992 #3152}

survival point (risk aversion at very low level of perf)

compare converge (increment) and reorientation (radical)
Perf
Feedback
Increment
vs.
radical
changes

{Lant,
1992
#4227}

proves that convergence can also lead to reorientation
classically, only
subperformance leads to
reorientation

{Tushman, 1985 #3667}

below performance intensify innovative vs. routine change

*{Greve, 1998 #214}

*{Szulanski, 1996 #508}
Dissemination
of org
knowledge

stickiness of knowledge
interorg: absorptive capacity

*+{Cohen, 1990 #115}

unusual learning flow up hierarchy

{Schulz, 2001 #4236}

standard learning flows laterally
{Lave, 1975 #3047}

a stimulus response model of org science
adaptation respond to positive experience

Org
Level
{Schulz,
2002
#4547}

so does learning always lead to improvement ?

variant
to
simple
improvement
model

if large firm, small firm adapt around

environment
adapt to
org!

users adapt to rules

+{Barnett, 1994 #4244}

{March, 2000 #4211}

unobserved heterogeneity ???
"competency trap": return on the routines are too large
to allow experimentations on new routines

*{Levitt,
1988 #322}

Limit of learning

e.g. {Senge, 1990 #472}

{Weick, 1991 #3742}

or vicious "non traditional effects"?

*+{March,
1991
#336}

exploitation drives out exploitation (higher certainty, speed, feedback)

decomposition in isolated blocks, suboptimal learning

Myopia
*{Levinthal,
1993
#320}

early learning unchallenged
"failure traps": an extreme focus on exploitation (high avoidance of failure)
codification trap: rules prevents seeing new opportunities/needs

Improving
adaptation
of
aspiration
models
Conception
of learning

*{March, 1958 [1993] #337}; *+{Cyert, 1963
[1992] #126} {Lant, 1992 #4227}

+{March, 1991 #4935}

scare experience

exhaustion of improvement opp.
Contemp.
Issues

myopia

{Levinthal, 1981 #3076} {Schulz,
1992 #4217}; {Schulz, 1998
#4230}

*{Levinthal, 1993 #320}

Other
complications
*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

competency traps

noise

{Lant, 1992 #4227}

superstitious learning

nested learning

{Lave, 1975 #3047}

*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

{Lounamaa, 1987 #4210}

advantages of slow learning

no assumption of adaptation

recording of knowledge as the focal process
encoding is resource consuming
recording

{March, 2000 #4211}

match between current rules and conditions is not perfect

encoded knowledge stabilize rules

discontinuity between knowledge encoded and the one not

{Schulz, 1998 #4230}

change seen as systemic, self induced, evolutionary
more cognitive flavor
ecological flavor: growth of knowledge depend on pre-existing knowledge

evolution of knowledge

importance of knowledge combination
see {Schulz, 2002 #4547} for review
goal: provide impetus and raw material
own or others

own: pb=stimulate search, investing in search
others: pb=access
see {Schulz, 2002 #4547} for review

various sources of noise/uncertainty/biases

quality of experience

sources of learning

historical contingency
endogenous experience

reduces potentialities
see {Schulz, 2002 #4547} for review

changes in knowledge should
convergence, so recess

*+{Amburgey, 1993 #15}

not empirically verified!

prior
learning
*+{Amburgey, 1993 #15}

so learning (tinkering) or momentum models are developed
Central
Questions

see {Schulz, 2002 #4547} for review
how to agregate many changes?
dispersed
learning
and
aspirations

domino effects when disruption?
*{Greve, 1998 #214}

aspiration are not homogeneous, so how does that impact learning ?
what about unwritten knowledge

informal routines

{Cohen, 1994 #116}

psychological (declarative and procedural memory) models?
little quantitative research on informal routines

comparative studies
or legal context
formal rules

does composition (homogeneity, interdependence) impact rule change capability?
does rule implementation (lax, strict) impact rule changes?

New and
Emerging
Directions

what about knowledge not yet encoded?
see intra org discussion on diversity
generally assumed to be beneficial to learning
diversity
of
experience

but could have negative effect through coordination or information processing saturation
*+{March, 1991 #336}

and does it translate in performance?

to be expanded beyond small groups?

see transactive memory
framework
around
creating/retaining/
transferring, and
group framework:
members, tools,
tasks

but then, how to find, train, "directory specialist"

{Argote, 2002 #4537}
compatibility of networks (e.g. member-tool) both internally and externally determine performance
multiple level to consider

framework developed for groups {Arrow, 2000 #4256}, apply to organization

fit also multiple level

{Dunbar, 1995 #4261} for scientist
{Lant, 1992 #4226} for TMT
{Eisenhardt, 1995 #4263} for product dvp
minority favor
divergent
thinking

{Gruenfeld, 1995 #4265} on increasing "integrative complexity"

favorable heterogeneity dimension: functional or background

heterogeneous
group
more
creative

members
char

*{Nemeth, 1989 #379}

diversity
is a
complex
construct

there are many ways to balanced heterogeneity
between the various dimensions.

a team with a certain mix ratio
of diversity among individual
a two
person
team
can be
composed

2 males from finance and 2 female from marketing –
reflecting strong sub-group –
2 persons from finance (1 male + 1 female) and 2 persons from
marketing – reflecting weak subgroup.
+{Williams, 1998 #4260}

issue: balancing variety benefit w/ coordination issue
Moving members
Creating K

moving does not transport knowledge, but members
bring new knowledge upon their return

{Gruenfeld, 2000 #4235}

internal channels and relational channels (int and ext) bring
more knowledge than external not relational channels
Social Networks

{Rulke, 2000 #450}

see social capital as a source of knowledge in *{Nahapiet, 1998 #3260} (nice review on
knowledge at the beginning)

con

{Mullen, 1991 #5379}

&Brainstorming
(idea
generation)

group generates less than sum of indiv

criticized by +{Stroebe, 1992 #5416}

{Paulus, 2000 #4229}

Task char.

+{Williams, 1998 #4260}

{Gibson, 2003 #200}

subgroup strength

if members maintain identity, and are
exposed to other ideas, group is better

defended by +{Sutton, 1996 #3629}
Face to face brainstorming sessions at IDEO serve as more than idea generators, having six
other important consequences:
supporting the organizational memory of design solutions (IDEO acts as a broker of knowledge)
providing skill variety (and motivation for employees)
supporting an attitude of wisdom (knowledge with awareness of doubt and ignorance) and experimentation
creating a status auction (competition based on technical skill - peer oriented meritocracy)

when structured properly, group have synergistic effects
Tools
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new research
tools can stimulate knowledge

where is knowledge stored ?

+{Hargadon, 1997 #2811} on creativity at IDEO

*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

turnover would have a negative effect, contingent on the quality of replacement

individual
storage

effect
of
turnover?

may depend on the structure:
hierarchy less affected by
turnover

{Carley, 1992 #4240} verify it with a simulation

less effect if complex task

{Argote, 1995 #4290}

g

{ g

less effect if complex task

turnover?

Learn

depend on task

turnover favorable for executives

Retaining K

task storage

}

{Virany, 1992 #4291}

*{Nelson, 1982 #377}

task ~ routines?

Lit
Review

,

turnover favorable for R&D

routines less affected by interruption
or depreciation than individual
knowledge

*{Argote, 1990 #22} {Argote, 1999 #3983}
{Cohen, 1994 #116}

so better retention in tasks!
also less likely to
decay than
individual storage

tools storage

+{Hargadon, 1997 #2811} in artifacts at IDEA
{Argote, 1999 #3983} K emb. in factories or fast food franchises
{Wegner, 1986 #4282}

IntraOrg
Level
{Argote,
2002
#4537}

transactive memory

reduce errors, and improve
retention of task K.

member-task

*+{Liang, 1995 #4928}
{Moreland, 1996 #4762}

similar to "collective mind"

{Weick, 1993 #557}
reduce errors too!

personal moves very effective to move K

members

unit charact

{Almeida, 1999 #2245}
transfer both tacit and explicit K

*{Szulanski, 1996 #508}

*+{Cohen, 1990 #115}

absorptive capacity

ability to recognize and apply new knowledge
initially "wheel" configuration deemed most efficient
but that applies if routine non uncertain communication
member-member
depends on
member-task
network

{Rulke, 2000 #450}
sharing between generalist happen independently of struct
if specialist, decentralized structure is better
*+{Burt, 1992 #79}
{McEvily, 1999 #3188}

bridging efficient to import K

Transferring
K

weak ties are efficient

social
network
member-member

*{Hansen, 1999 #230}

{Allen, 1977 #4284}

role of gatekeepers

effect depend on nature of K

*{Hansen, 1999 #230} finds that weak ties good for codified,
but strong ties necessary for uncodified

{Baum, 1999 #4234}

unit-unit
relationship
matters

*{Granovetter, 1973 #207}

better when social contact
easier if supra ordinate relationship

{Darr, 1995 #4203} in franchise network

ambiguous task more difficult to transfer
task

framing the task as pb solving rather than consensus seeking is better

member-task

improve emergence inside, may hamper transfer

see transactive memory

Overall, fit of various network is important

transfer easier across similar environment than not

*{Kogut, 1996 #301} proposed that "a firm be understood as a social community specializeing
in the speed and efficiency in the creation and transfer of knowledge"

Effects of K

Fit of org components

Contemp. Issues

{Stasser, 1992 #4281}

embedded K transfer better than non-codified

task-task network

for creation, some level of diversity is good
for transfer, similarity is better
weak ties better for codified, but non codified require dense ties

Dense vs. sparse networks

stability promotes retention
Stability in membership

rotation promotes creation and transfer
coming from in group bias? {Brewer, 1979 #4480}

breaking in-group bias to create and transfer

similar to exploit / explore *+{March, 1991 #336}
tension between creation and transfer
avoid competency trap! *{Levitt, 1988 #322}
see {Edwards, 1994 #5380} for full methodological discussion

fit :complement or similarity?
Unanswered questions

fit as proxy for knowledge potential, but may be obscure by apparent dissimilarity b/t situations

how to identify fit?

should we let network be, and use different network for K transfer?

social network instrumentality
membership flow tension
related: experience effects

New Directions

or should one identify K transfer need, and design network accordingly?

should one target optimal turnover goal
or rotate internally to get best of both worlds
should experience be promoted
or limited because of its saturation effects (inward focus)

explore all combinations: member-tool, member-member, member-task-tool, for all
retention, creation, transfer
relationship experience-learning

Communities of learners

rules ecology

groups learn more from related experience
than from identical experience!

{Schilling, 2000 #3520}

{Schulz, 1998 #4230}

see IntraOrg Ecology !!!!
"when one organization causes a change in the capacities of another"
experiential learning
Def
Distinction

innovative learning

{Ingram, 2002 #4557}

similar to classic learning curve, marginal refinement of practices
more disruptive

similar to exploration/exploitation *+{March, 1991 #336}
mutual adaptation effect can be contradictory,
similar to master/slave dialectic
+{Barnett, 1994 #4244}

{Hegel, 1931 [2003] #5378}

single unit banks gained strength compared
to branches of large network

Communities
of
learners

{Schulz, 1998 #4230}

intraorg, rules ecology
communities
(beware level!)

communities of practice

*{Brown, 1991 #74}

roles of stories
good example: failure of US hotel chains 1896 1985
industry operating experience (cumulated experience of focal)
competitive experience (how many failure observed by focal firm)

Experiential learning {Ingram, 1997 #4242}

both reduce risk of failure

learning actions

interesting imprinting effect through
economies of scale and scope (experiential)

Transfer {Henderson, 1996 #4206}

spillovers: others patent influence focal firm patenting

not just K, but senders char are important

{Podolny, 1995 #4215}

a sort of Matthew effect {Merton, 1995 #5381}

principally status

but sender network also important

Senders

various other sender charact

size, profitability

+{Haunschild, 1997
#4205} IB choosen as
advisor

frequency of usage,
extreme premiums also imitated (salience?)

*+{Cohen, 1990 #115}
Lit Rev
Absorptive
Capacity

"need to have prior knowledge to assimilate and use new knowledge" *+{Cohen, 1990 #115}
role of boundary spanners

not just agregation of indiv, network effect
Receivers

InterOrg Level
{Ingram, 2002
#4557}

who knows what in their env. (transactive memory effect)
R&D exp. increase absorptive, beyond direct effect

Strong Path dependency ?

{Hamel, 1991 #2790} in the context of strategic alliances
intent

Other parameters

substitution intent: benefit from complementary of partner
internalization intent: internalize partner knowledge

receptivity

how open to external knowledge
hampered by status (too high , damaged), structural inertia
interorg network more efficient than large pharmaco

*+{Powell, 1996 #419} biotech firms

regular communication a plus

Relationships

see also *+{Uzzi, 1996 #536} +{Ingram, 2000 #4883}

personal acquaintance a plus
ex: {Darr, 1995
#4203} in pizza
franchise

meetings
3 variables: self learning, other store same owner, other stores other owner
greater transfer if same owner
no evidence of spillover from unrelated organizations!

see {Ingram, 2002 #4557} for other examples of interorg learning curves and network studies
Pooled learning

roles of consultants +{March, 1991 #3142}
problem: firm have most to learn from closest competitors +{Ingram, 2000 #4883}
Red Queen *+{Barnett, 1996 #36} in Illinois banks

Learning and
Competition

if winner takes all implication
Learning
Races

{Henderson, 1996 #4206} exhibit an "exhaustion"
effect, which prohibit late entry
capturing private benefit, and exiting before
competitor getting the public benefit of the alliance

strategic alliances {Khanna, 1998 #4312}
most study orgs in relationship
Contem
Issues

importance?

{Henderson, 1996 #4206}

few study orgs in arms length

{Darr, 1995 #4203} {Ingram, 1997 #4208}

very few studies explore whether
being related plays a role
Relationships

it seems that effect is only through relationship!

*+{Uzzi, 1996 #536}

need to be embedded?
types?

{Davis, 1991 #3837} +{Haunschild, 1993 #2830}

board interlock as a mechanism?
negative effect?

{Ingram, 1997 #4242} shows hotels adopting maladaptive practice coming from the chain!

Learning at community level through disposable organizations

may be the effect of learning at org level

actor-task-tool network

partitioning

very pop eco

bird eyes view, but little idea how learning transfer effectively happen

Critique

Cross level

+{March, 1995 #3147}

influence learning intra org

need to partition to minimize transfer of knowledge

*{Grant, 1996 #210}

but then,
intra learning strongly influenced by inter org transfer
effect on performance?

Debates

intra: rather positive
org: relationship not clear

misc/incremental vs radical
organization have endogenous causes

++

neither reducible to rational response to environment, nor to individual behavior
fragmented, not integrated

--

fragmentation: treatment of diverging themes:
sources, form, or consequences of learning

difficult to establish predictions
no distinction between the roles of sources of learning: impetus or content

Critique
Misc

focus on models
focus on dynamics
but measuring knowledge is difficult

learning manifest
itself either through
K creation, or
through effect on
perf

(tacitness)
multiple, non human, repositories
controlling for other factors

measuring through perf is also challenging

limited to one unit (learning curve on cost for instance)
Overall, experience positively influence performance

1. Institutions
Deported

3. Network
3. Evol
cognitive: algorithmic, forward looking
{Gavetti, 2000 #2696}

learning: experiental based

Backward (S-R)

Adding cognitive search to experimental search improves the fit of an organization
learning is in the network, a form of organizational cognition

*+{Powell, 1996 #419}

mentionned mainly by {Porac, 2002 #4554} at inter level

transfer of knowledge is paramount
6. Cognition

Four processes of organizational learning viz. intuition, interpreting, integrating and
institutionalising {Crossan, 1999 #2527}
Cognitive errors responsible for myopic learning *+{Levinthal, 1993 #320}
we learn social behavior by observing others and imitating them.

Al Bandura (1961, 1963) Social Learning Theory

lack of a behavioural model of learning

reconciliation
{Adler, 1991 #2229}

effects of experiential learning were even stronger when engineering changes and training
programmes were included

disposable org
+{Padgett, 1995 #3325}
Red Queen: all firms learn, so not much variance in the end
*+{Barnett, 1996 #36}

learning happens through competition!
selection an alternative mechnism to learning

*{Sorensen, 2000 #490} patent, semi conductor

5.Learning
*{Amburgey, 1993 #15}

older firms innovate more but in older techno

organizations learn to change by changing
organizations are structured systems of routines

7. pop eco
*{Galunic, 2002 #4532}

see long "routine" exposition in IntraOrg Ecology!

{Miner, 1995 #4225}
do orgs benefit from vicarious learning ?
inertia may be at individual, but variation may be enough in population
exploit the explorations of others?

*{Levinthal, 1993 #320}

+{White, 1981 #5030}

various mechanism by which production and marketing ideas are exchanged
population experience at time of
founding main factor of success

{Ingram, 1997 #4208} in the hotel industry

Link between learning & selection “More they (retail banks in Illinois) mollify selection
pressures, the more that strategies and structure allow organizations to survive regardless
of their ability to learn form the market” +{Barnett, 1994 #4244}
{Williamson, 1999 #3794}
08. Org Econ

09. Culture

13. Motivation

11. Attitude

Knowledge

Misc

Persp

knowledge vs. governance

{Foss, 1996 #180}

{Kogut, 1992 #300}

etc.

to culture (as obstacles to learning)
{Schein, 1996 #3513}

+{Dweck, 1986 #4826}

attribution of level, interact with assumption about nature of intellingence to predict type
of learning/motivation behavior
Feedback causes attributions, attributions cause models of learning (perf/ability vs process)
which can inhibit or encourage children in the face of obstacles later on in life.

+{Dweck, 1986 #4826}

learning+attitude

attribution of level, interact with assumption about nature of intellingence to predict type
of learning/motivation behavior
Feedback causes attributions, attributions cause models of learning (perf/ability vs process)
which can inhibit or encourage children in the face of obstacles later on in life.

embedded and retained
{Smith, 2002 #4014}
Competency trap

*{Levitt, 1988 #322}

Need not lead to improvement !
No valuation by environment (instit)
biased
Transfer?

Sources

compare the "Governance and competence perspective"

Baum
recent review at {Argote, 2003 #2259}

superstitious

